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Brainwashed Christianized Turkeys Ending in Quicksand? 
The Apocalypse is so terrible which needs strong words even offending Christians to wake them up 
from deep sleep. Jonah-II announced like in Nineveh You will die before the biggest event on earth, 
God’s Kingdom on Earth on the front door. In (Rev. 3:14) foretold a comatose American Church 
biased by two major wrong assumptions still taught by theologians not allowed to date with science the 
greatest Kosmos occurrence where heaven is linked to earth.  
A false rapture theory denigrated God the Creator to be a liar perhaps has changed his Mind to modify 
his Kosmos law that some mortals should be privileged thus not die only postulated by ignorant pastors 
not educated in science. Hypothesizing a false dogma created a hybrid-specie on this earth that will not 
be mortal avoiding a Kosmos law – death. Hence it was converted to make money and sold to 
privileged brain-dead turkey Christians to urge them pay money to the Lord in their pockets, of course, 
just to make sure. That preposterous dogma was taught for hundred years with disastrous effects as the 
American Christian Church became corrupted like the last Laodicea-American church of seven 
churches described in Revelation. It created obscene wealth for the establishment fleeced from many 
ignorant Christianized brainwashed pew turkeys lulled to believe they are privileged. It gave birth of a 
second supposition since a “rapture” has not happened yet always assured tomorrow, thus the seven 
years Apocalypse is still in the future which created another presumption not knowing that clocks in 
heaven could be different then on earth exhibited in many museums.  

The Rapture is a Lie, Hidden Truth - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tPXQiK_-QU 
Again ignored Genesis 1:5 - it was evening and morning the first day, but never ask on which clock 
design? Time is measured in atom-Femtosecond, solstice in declining wobble calendars and light-years. 
Thus disregarded the fourth creation day that established the Time Dimension for mortals now build 
clocks on earth to measure a Bible prophecy system but ignored tons of ancient artifacts exhibited in 
global museums? Of course science is not allowed in Prophecy Summit meetings thus postulated 
another distortion to make more money - No one knows the time (Matt. 25:32) intended not to ruffle 
sleeping turkey feathers. 
Various denominations started a number of deceptions that screwed up Bible dogmas to end in a 
fiercely defended turf, designed to steal more money from Christianized turkeys brainwashed told to 
give to the Lord. Thus instruct to plant a seed to get richer to become a millionaire rewarded by the Lord 
via their pocket. They falsified history which worked well when the Catholic church successful raised 
billions during 1500 century which got a German Martin Luther priest upset with a popular slogan          
- so we der Tahler im Kasten klingt die Seele aus Fegefeuer springt. Coarsely translated – as soon the 
gold dollar made the sound in the collection box, the soul will leave hell going to heaven. That trick paid 
for most cathedrals and huge Bishop Mansion palaces plastered with gold on the walls and furniture in 
every town which became a tourist attraction visiting next time Europe. Check the TV pastors’ chairs. 
Now we have hi-tech Mega-churches with million dollar budgets on global TV exceeding a Hollywood 
production shown with blue light, drums and guitar competing with rocket stars repeating one-line 
songs over and over like a mantra repetition.  Many brain-dead young students will get exited shouting 
hallelujah with hands raised in frenzy to a drummer’s beat, like feeding time on a turkey ranch.  Gone 
are Charles Wesley’s salvation songs and good Bible teaching reduced to a loud TV show only 
orchestrated to create emotion to deceive young people kept ignorant that God’s Wrath is on the front 
door. They never articulated that this civilization is destined to perish with very few survivors - not told.  
Forgotten is that the creator ELOHIM is utterly Holy and extremely fearsome? Or read what happened 
to John when he visited his friend Jesus asked go through the open door in heaven in his Heh 
dimension. (Rev. 4:1) Now prophecy can be dated with science and investigating history will tell 
truthfully that next year God’s Wrath is repeated like Sodom and Gomorrah guaranteed you and I will 
depart from this Life repeating history. Read Joel 2, if residing in Jerusalem, or be educated reading 
Research Pearl #270, if still on the Web, but ask the question, “Why is the Creator ELOHIM upset 
with Mankind linked to true hi-tech science?”  
 


